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NINTH DISTRICT CONDITIONS
federal reserve bank of minnèàpolis
HOLDINGS OF MUNICIPAL SECURITIES DROP - holdings of municipal securities on the other hand re-
GROWTH OF BUSINESS LOANS SLOWS AT CITY BANKS presents a significant turnabout from the vigorous rate of

Total Ninth district bank credit (loans and invest- growth which has been in evidence throughout recent
ments) declined slightly during April following two months months. The slowdown in the growth of loans occurred
of unusually slow growth in February and March. Over for the most part at city banks and was most noticeable
this three-month period total credit, seasonally adjusted, in the area of business loans - quite the opposite from
increased at an annual rate of less than one percent in the vigorous upsurge in business loans which has been
contrast to the 11 percent growth rate recorded during the reported at large banks throughout the nation since mid-
fourth quarter of 1967. Expansion of bank credit in the March.
nation has also slackened sharply in recent months. . .

District bank deposit data for April reveals a
The decline of bank credit in the district during further slowing of the rate of growth in time deposits.

April occurred as a result of a sharp contraction in hold- This was most apparent at city banks where large CD’s
ings of U.S. government and other securities - a contrac- (negotiable time certificates of deposits denominated in
tion which more than offset a relatively weak advance in amounts of $100,000 or more) dropped sharply during the
loans during the month. The liquidation of U.S. govern- month. Moreover, the rate of inflow of smaller consumer-
ment securities has proceeded at a rapid and rather oriented CD’s continued to slow down at district banks
steady pace for the past three months. The large drop in as a whole during April, with the greater impact again
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falling on city banks. past twelve months was about 3.8 percent. This trend rate

of growth is almost identical to the national performance.
Savings and loan associations located in the

Ninth district appear to have weathered the first quarter Most of the month-to-month decline in employment
post-dividend period much better than S&L’s across the was attributable to the nonmanufacturing (construction
nation. No more than a normal outflow of savings occurred and trade) sectors of the economy. Total manufacturing
at district S&L’s during April while outflow at S&L’s employment in the district increased by three percent in
throughout the nation was considerably above normal April over the year earlier level. The twelve month trend
for the month. rate of growth in manufacturing employment is about 4.5

percent which is almost double the national trend rate.
ECONOMIC GROWTH SLOWS SOMEWHAT IN THE NINTH
DISTRICT In the housing industry, building permit data for

the first quarter show that housing starts were up more
According to preliminary estimates of the employ- than double the year-ago level. The strong rate of growth

ment level for April in the Ninth district, there was a continued in April as permits were up by a third, again
rather distinct slowdown in the vigorous rate of growth above the April 1967 level. The largest part of the in-
in the district economy that was experienced during the crease is coming from the apartment-type building al-
first quarter of the year. However, since there is a signi- though single family housing units are also substantially
ficant random component in the month-to-month changes above the year-ago levels.
of seasonally adjusted employment data, it is wise to
consider the economic outlook in terms of the under- Industrial firms in the district have experienced
lying trends of the economy rather than simply the month- substantial sales increases during the past three quarters,
to-month changes. This approach tends to emphasize the and are expecting strong increases during the remainder
foundation upon which the overall economy is growing. of the year. This topic is discussed further on the back
Strength in the district economy is indicated by the trend page of this report.
in manufacturing employment, the continued strong growth
in the housing industry, and the outlook of industrial FARM SPENDING AND INCOME DECLINE THROUGH-
firms in the district. OUT THE DISTRICT

Wage and salary employment in the Ninth district A further indication of reduced farmer spending
declined from March at nearly a seven percent annual in the Ninth district was apparent in the latest data
rate. However, there was a 2.7 percent gain above the provided by the Farm and Industrial Equipment Institute.
level of April 1967, and the trend rate of growth over the These data show that unit sales for all farm tractors in



the district, during March 1968, declined 20 percent com-
pared to one year earlier. The most significant decrease
occurred in Minnesota where unit sales - declining since
the first of the year - were off 33 percent. A decline in
tractor sales also occurred in North and South Dakota
(22 and 7 percent, respectively) for the month of March
even though modest sales increases had occurred during
January and February in those states. A minimal four
percent increase over year earlier sales was registered in
Montana during March. Decreasing farm machinery sales,
other than tractors, are also evidenced by declining sales
for combines, hay balers and windrowers (23, 15 and 20
percent, respectively) throughout the district.

Farm equipment sales throughout the United
States have also slackened perceptibly since the first of
the year. A twelve percent reduction in tractor sales
occurred from the first of January through March 31, while
a nine percent decrease was registered for the month of
March. Further evidence of declining farm machinery
sales in the United States is apparent in the heavy in-
ventory accumulation of tractors - 140,765 units - for
March 1968. This record level is one percent above the
year earlier inventory and 18 percent over the March 1966
level.

The slowdown in farm machinery purchases, as
shown by the sales data provided by the Farm and Indus-
trial Equipment Institute, bear out the findings of the
Quarterly Agricultural Credit Conditions survey taken on
April 1, which indicated a relatively sharp reduction in
farmer spending for all items. Farmers were reported to
be very cautious about their purchases especially where
major expenditures were involved, and more farmers were
indicated to be turning to the used farm machinery market
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rather than buying new equipment. The increasing costs
of machinery as well as the uncertain income outlook for
1968 were cited as reasons forestalling equipment pur-
chases by the farmers.

Pessimism and uncertainty over 1968 prices and
income may be the most relevant factor contributing to
the slowdown in farm machinery purchases by Ninth dis-
trict farmers. Although earlier estimates had indicated
improved farm incomes for 1968, recently released Depart-
ment of Agriculture figures for March cash farm receipts
showed a 32 percent decline in crop receipts. The steep
decline in crop income more than offset an eight percent
gain in livestock receipts leaving the March total cash
farm receipts almost six percent short of the previous
years total. Overall, total cash farm receipts declined by
1.1 percent for the January-March period as compared to
first quarter 1967. In all, given the relatively depressed
gross income situation of first quarter 1968 and the
general increase in farm production costs; Ninth district
farmers may be curtailing the purchase of farm machinery
and other spending until a brighter spot on their horizon
appears.
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DISTRICT SURVEY RESULTS: were expecting sales to increase during the first quarter
UNEXPECTED INCREASE IN MANUFACTURING SALES by about 8.5 percent.

Economic activity throughout the nation advanced Increased sales by the food products industry
at a vigorous pace during the first quarter of 1968. The (SIC 20) contributed significantly to the upward revision
total output of goods and services in the nation advanced of actual first quarter sales over earlier expectations, but
at an annual rate of nearly $20 billion. Evidence that the the major upward revision came in the lumber and wood
Ninth Federal Reserve District made a significant contri- products industry (SIC 24). The fact that housing starts
bution to the overall national performance is given in the continued strong during the first quarter of 1968 may be
latest Quarterly Industrial Expectations Survey which was one reason that sales of lumber products turned out to be
taken around the first of May. larger than earlier expectations. Building permit data for

the Ninth Federal Reserve District show a first quarterDistrict industrial firms reported an increase in
increase of better than 100 percent over the first quarter

sales during the first quarter of 1968 of nearly 20 percent . . .

of 1967 in permits issued for new housing units.
above the first quarter of 1967. However, this figure is
distorted to a certain extent by the unusually large in- District manufacturing firms also appear to be
crease in sales reported by mining firms. A somewhat operating on the basis of a very favorable outlook for the
more stable picture of district developments is obtained remainder of 1968 as second and third quarter sales gains
from the manufacturing data alone, which show a year-to- are expected to be even larger than those of the first
year sales increase of 10.4 percent for the first quarter. quarter. There is some slowdown indicated in the fourth
This figure indicates substantial strength in the district quarter as most of the durable goods industries reported
economy, but it also indicates that there was a more expected sales increases below those of the first three
vigorous increase in sales than was expected. According quarters.
to the two previous surveys, local manufacturing firms

Nt) I t.: i-or aaaitionai sources, noies ana rootnotes usea
in Volume II, No, 6, see Volume II, No. 5


